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global local: nu=1 local: nu=2 local: nu=4














global local: nu=1 local: nu=2 local: nu=4









global local: nu=1 local: nu=2 local: nu=4
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a) global, 40 knots, j=3
x












b) local, nu=1, 40 knots, j=3
x












c) global, 40 knots, j=6
x












d) local, nu=1, 40 knots, j=6
x
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'2
a) global, 40 knots, j=6
    average coverage: 71.6%
 
x












b) local, nu=1, 40 knots, j=6
    average coverage: 75%
 
x












c) global, 40 knots
    average coverage:  80.7%
 
x








d) local, nu=1, 40 knots
    average coverage: 82%
 
x
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a) Main effect of floor space
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b) Main effect of year of construction
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a) Experts assessment excluded
0-1.7 1.7
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